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fB and fB~ using NRQCD

T. Bhattacharyaa *

“T-8 Group, MS B285, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

We present results from acahmlation of fB and fB, in the quenched approximation [1]. The heavy quark is
simulated using an 0(1/M2 ) improved NRQCD action, and the tadpole improved clover action is used for the light
quarks. The axial current includes the O (l/M) corrections in one-loop perturbation theory and the 0(1/M2 ) ones
at tree-level. We find fB = 152(ll)(_f~2)(9) (6) MeV, jE, = 181(8) (~~o)(ll)(7)(~~) and fB, /fB = 1.20(4)(~%

where, in each case, the first error is statistical and the rest are various systematic.

1. NRQCD EXPANSION

The NRQCD action is derived by a Fouldy
Wouthysen transformation on the action of a
heavy quark, and subtracting the tree-level mass
of the heavy quark [2]. The resulting heavy quark
propagator Gt on a timeslice t is:

Gk+l = (’”w+”
‘+:)”(l+-)G’ ‘1)

where Ho = A(2J /2m~ and d&H is defined in
[1]. All the gauge links in this evolution equation
are tadpole improved. At O(a, ), the leading cor-
rection to the evolution equation redefines ma:

we take this into account perturbatively when
matching the lattice theory to the continuum.

The current J in full QCD can similarly be ex-
panded in terms of the operators in NRQCD:

where,

J(o) = q7574Q,

N = g (7 “ q -Y5’Y4Q,

J(2) =
()

iiq. ~ 7574Q1
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J(3J = gA27574Q

J(4J = ijfi . &5-y4Q

(3)J(5J = @ ofi7574Q >

q being the light spinor and Q, the nonrelativistic

heavy quark spinor whose upper two components
are zero. In this expansion, we have shown all
the operators upto dimension four and only those
dimension five operators that appear at the tree

level.

On the lattice, the presence of a hard cutoff
leads to a rnixkg of the different operators. Thus
we can write the lattice currents JL in terms of

the continuum currents J:

() ’(fi::It) ($), (4)L

where we have dropped the dimension five and

higher operators in the expansion. It is easy to
see that in the final expression for J in terms of
the lattice currents [3], every a– 1 appears multi-

plied by an M–I. Furthermore, the expression is
free of infrared divergences, and all logarithmic
terms combine into log am~. Apart from these

logarithmic terms, all the coefficients remain fi-
nite for 1 ~ am$ ~ m.

2. LATTICE PARAMETERS

This study is based on a sample of 102163 x 48
quenched lattices at D = 6/g2 = 6.0. We simulate
heavy quarks with masses am; = 1.6,2 .0,2.7 with
n = 2; 4.0,7 .0,10.0 with n = 1, and in the static
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approximation. Three light

strange {K = 0.1369, 0.1375

quarks around the

and 0.13808) were
simulated using a tadpole improved clover action.
The details of the simulation and the smearings
used can be found in Ref. [1].

Using linear fits to m: and mP, we find [1]

that K1 = 0.13917(9) and a-l = 1.92(7) GeV.
For the strange quark mass, we find a differ-
ence bet ween fixing mK and m K.. We shall use
K~= O.1376(1) from mK to quote our central
value, and KS = O.1372(3) from mK. as an esti-
mate of error on thki. We find ah!fj = 2.32(12)
by linearly interpolating the data for the spin-
averaged1S’B meson mass at am~ = 1.6, 2.O

and 2.7 [4].

3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

We obtain the decay constants from the two
point correlators in three different ways:

1.

1 2.

We fit the individual local-smeared cor-
relators (JiS) and the smeared smeared
correlators (SS) to the exponential form

A exp –Et. From these we can then extract
~i, the contribution of each bare operator
to the decay constant: ji~~ = Ai/fi.

We add these fia with the required co-
efficients defined in Equation 2 to obtain

the decay constant for each combination of
heavy and light quarks. These are then ex-
tmpokited in K and interpolated in am: to

obtain an estimate of the decay constants.

We add the (J;S) with the renormalization
I coefficients defined in Equation 2 to obtain

(JS). We fit this and the (SS) to exponen-

3.

tial forms A exp –Et. From these we obtain
the decay constant ~~ at each combina-
tion of heavy and light quarks. Extrapolat-
ing this in K and interpolatin.g the result in
am: then gives another estimate.

We simultaneously fit each (Ji S) and the
(SS) over the same fit range to obtain

ji ~. We extrapolate and interpolate
these individually to the plrysical point to
obtain the contribution of each bare oper-
ator to the physical decay constant. We

,

Table 1
The matrix elements of the various operators.

am: (o) (1) (3) (4) (5)
1.6 .164(7) -.025(1) -.0053(4) .0036 (2) -.0050(3)
2.0 .167(9) -.021(1) -.0036(2) .0022 (1) -.0033(2)
2.7 .170( 11) -.016(1) -.0022(1) .0011 (1) -.0018(1)
4.0 .174( 11) -.011(1) -.0011(1) .0005 (0) -.0008(1)

Table 2
The decay constants extrapolated in K.

Fit KS

am; l/a / l/a 7r/a

1.6 0.114(6) 0.1~1~6) 0.136(4) 0.144(4)
2.0 0.121(7) 0.128(7) 0.144(5) 0.153(5)
2.7 0.127(9) 0.135(9) 0.153(6) 0.164(6)
4.0 0.135(9) 0.144(10) 0.164(6) 0.176(6)

then combine them with coefficeints given
by Equation 2 to obtain f~ and ~Ba.

We find that for am$ = 1.6, 2.0 and 2.7, all these
three methods of analysis give the same result,
whereas for am: = 4.0 the agreement is marginal.
Consequently, we only use the first three to obtain
our final results.

The results of the ji @ multiplied by their
tree-level coefficients and extrapolated to K1 are
presented in Table 1. We expect that this bare
matrix element of J(l) /2m& should be smaller

than that of J(o) by a fact or of about a/am~, and
qualitatively this is borne out by the data. Sim-
ilarly, the bare matrix elements of J(3) /8(m~)2,

J(4) /8(m$)2 and J(5) /4(m~)2 are smaller than

that of J(l) by a factor of 0(1/am&).

4. RESULTS

Table 2 presents the decay constants extrap-
olated to K1 and K, for two choices of the lat-
tice coupling constant: av (fi/a) = 0.1557 and
av(l/a) = 0.2453. These numbers are then av-
eraged and interpolated to akf~ to obtain .fB =
147(11) MeV and ~B. = 175(8) MeV.

To estimate the uncertainty due to setting the
lattice scale, we repeat the calculation with a-l =
1.8 and 2 GeV. We find a variation (~~z) MeV in
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f’B and (~!o)in fB,.
To estimate the perturbative errors we note

that the variation of q“a between 1 and n changes

the result by about 5V0. In addition, as the the
dimension five opbrators have not been included
in the perturbative calculation, we estimate a fur-

ther uncertainty of the order of as/(A!fa)2 w 4%.
The neglected higher dimension operators are

expected to provide a much smaller correction:
0(AQcD/iM)3 < 1%. Altogether we assign a

w 7% error coming from these sources. An ad-
ditional 0(AQC~a)2 w 4% arising from the ne-
glect of a2 discretization corrections is added as a
separate systematic error. Finally, the difference
between the determination of ~~ from K and K*

provides a measure of uncertainty due to setting
the strange quark mass.

We end this analysis by displaying the contri-
butions of the various terms to the decay con-
stant. The tree-level estimate fB = 169 MeV
consists 195 MeV from J(o), –21 MeV from J(l),

and —5 MeV due to l/iki2 corrections. The one-
loop corrections reduce the estimate of j~ by
~ 13%. Since all the operators show similar
slopes with respect to the light quark mass, the
value of fB= /fB is insensitive to these corrections.

The dimension five operators J(3), .J(4) and
J(s) have been included in our result at tree-
level only. They are, therefore, contaminated by
O(as/(Ala)2 ) errors, which are probably larger
than the expected O(AQcD/ilZ)2 physical contri-
bution. So, as our best estimate, we shall omit
these corrections, ad use

fB = 152(11)(~~2)(09) (6)MeV

fB. = 181(08 )(::0:

fBJ=
fB

1.20(4) (~:) .

(ll)(7)(~~)MeV

(5)

5. DISCUSSIONS

In Table 3 we compare these results with other

calculations. We n&e that despite the differ-
ent methodology, the various calculations are in
rough agreement with each other.

A surprising feature of this data is that the
agreement in f B, k better than in the ratio

3

Table 3

Comparison with other lattice determinations.
The three groups of results use NRQCD, Fermi-

lab and Wilson or Clover formalisms respectively.
Estimates of quenching error are omitted.

Our
[5]

~
[7]

~

[9]

fB. /fB

152($(:;;) 181($(16) 1.20(4)(tt)
184(7)(5)(20% )(20% ) 1.23(3)(3)

164(tfl)(8) 1185(:&3)(9) 1.13(::)

!!EYE&d159(11 )(::2) 175(10)(:;;) 1.11(2)(::)

fB. /fB which is insensitiveto most of the SYS-.—”,.—
tematic errors. The light quarks used in our sim-
ulation have masses around and above the strange

quark region, corresponding to mr N 575 – 800
MeV. The numbers we obtain for fB~, therefore,
require only a small extrapolation in the light
quark mass; whereas ~B, / fB is very sensitive to
the determination of the slope. Further work is

needed to verify whether the chiral extrapola-
tions are in control. Of interest also is the lin-
ear decrease of this ratio with increasing l/am~
noted by the JLQCD collaboration [5]. Unfor-
tunately, the predicted variation in our range
1.6 ~ am~ ~ 4.0 is comparable to our errors,
and we cannot verify this.
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